‘Women in Stem Space Programme’ Case Study
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OPENING STATEMENT

in’ from schools, the media, potential sponsors and

MEDO became aware that many companies face a

policy makers of this programme to spearhead the

big challenge – a lack of skilled STEM (Science,

change we wanted to see! Youth Day presented a

Technology, Engineering, Maths) employees,

wonderful opportunity to host the programme

specifically women. With this in mind, the ‘Women

launch event.

in Stem Space Programme’ launched on Youth Day,
June 2015, achieving impressive media coverage
and catapulting the programme into reality. To date

RESEARCH


Online resources were utilised to track the

150 girls have gone through the programme with

matric results over the past few years,

another 500 scheduled for 2016. The next phase of

particularly in technical subjects. In 2014

the project sees Africa’s first fully privately owned

only 7.6% passed Maths with more than

satellite launched into orbit in 2016.

60%, and only 5.5% managing the same in
Physical Science.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM/OPPORTUNITY



Reference was made to a Department of

An opportunity was identified for the private sector

Higher Education and Training Government

to develop much needed technical skills to assist in

Gazette of 2014 that stated that eight of the

overcoming the shortage of STEM skilled

10 occupations where there is a skills

employees.

scarcity are STEM related.


Trends in International Mathematics and

The programme could also help in closing the

Science Study, a cross-national study

legacy gap in Maths and Science left from

measuring Maths and Science achievement,

Apartheid. Parents often don’t encourage their

tested 11 969 pupils in 285 schools in SA and

daughters to pursue STEM subjects as they are not

the same in 47 other countries. Of the 48

aware of the opportunities in these fields. The girls

participating countries, SA came 47th for

themselves are also not aware of the life changing

Maths and 48th for Science.

opportunities in STEM.



Desktop research resulted in the
identification of a similar programme in the

The ‘MEDO Women in Stem Space Programme’ was

USA at Morehead State University with

conceptualised and a satellite was purchased to be

positive results in encouraging young

launched in 2016. The challenge was getting ‘buy-

women to enter what is still perceived by
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some as male-orientated fields or careers.

o national coverage in national

Conversation was initiated with the Heads

newspapers/online mediums

of Department to gain further insights into

o coverage in tech and business

the mechanism of the successful

o reach across borders if possible

programme.




Media who had previously displayed
interest in social

sponsors.


upliftment/education/STEM were identified
as well as news media as this was a highly

Influencers in local government were

Affect change in the minds of female
learners.



newsworthy story.


Attract the attention of potential corporate

Get buy-in from learners, schools and
parents.



Alignment with Morehead State University.

identified and invited to the launch.


Schools were canvassed to identity those

b) identification of publics and actions desired:

willing to participate as the launch fell on a

The key markets to be reached included the media,

public holiday. Subsequent phases of the

possible private sector sponsors, learners/schools,

programme were planned for Saturdays and

educators, influencers in the STEM fields and the

school holidays.

public sector.

PLANNING
a) measurable criteria for success/campaign
objective:


The project is fairly complex so it was imperative
that a concise message was conveyed quickly: “Due

Create immediate awareness for the
programme via a successful launch drawing
media attention, providing fast traction for
the long term programme.



c) formulation of messages:

To attract relevant media across all news

to the shortage of STEM skills in SA, MEDO is to
embark on a STEM programme focusing on young
women – the programme would culminate in these
young women designing the payload for Africa’s
first privately owned satellite.”

channels that would reach target markets.
Media coverage goals:
o secure at least one prime time TV

d) communication channels:
Traditional media; social media; influencers.

broadcast news segment
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e) creation of vehicles to carry the messages into

release and great visuals were issued to extended

the media:

media list.



Pre-launch communication with influencers,
possible sponsors and government to make

b) adjustments to the plan introduced during its
implementation:

them aware of the launch and on-going
programme.

The media announcement event was originally

Utilising Youth Day to blast the progamme

planned for late afternoon. This was adjusted to

into reality.

host a group of girls for a workshop. The media



A newsflash invite was sent to key media.

attended the last session to ‘see the girls in action’



A comprehensive press pack.

building mini robots. The official launch and media



High quality professional photographs and

interviews took place after this and media were

video production as supporting content.

done by 14h00 - on time to get their stories out



that evening.
f) action taken to consult with management and
secure its support for the campaign:
Brainstorm sessions with MEDO management were
held prior to the event and regular status meetings.
Management committed to engaging with media,
taking guidance from the agency on clear
messaging to be communicated.

EXECUTION
a) description of plan’s implementation:

ETV News crew interviewing some of the participants

Agency and client were clear on what the launch
event needed to achieve, were provided with daily
updates of all activities and ‘buy-in’ from the invited
media and influencers. The agency was proactive in
identifying key media, personalising the invites and
following up with one-one-one conversations with

c)

Difficulties:

The challenge was to get the girls/schools to attend
as it was a public holiday, but discussions before
with the principals led to an eagerness to attend.
The girls also received certificates after the

said media. Post event – same day – the press
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workshop and were invited to apply for the next
phase – SpaceTrek.
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Spaceprep participants with their mini robots held high.

EVALUATION
Objectives
Drive immediate awareness, quick traction for an
ambitious programme.

Results Achieved – All objectives exceeded
 25 publications/broadcast media attended,
including major national newspapers, TV and radio
news.
 Broadcast on TV news on the event evening and
the next morning; with repeat flightings
throughout the next day on ENCA. Publication in
major newspapers the next day. Massive
immediate online coverage. Seven radio
interviews on national and regional stations in a
two-day period.
 66 pieces published over a three week period. All
positive in tone.

Reach – attract at least one TV news station; one
national newspaper group; coverage in technical,



Over 70 million people reached via circulation,
listeners and viewers.
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business, across border publications, online and social
media presence.
Attract influencers.
Potential sponsors.
Information sharing (Morehead State University)










Affect change in young women’s
attitude/understanding of STEM opportunities.

This programme helped
me a lot in deciding
where I want to go, what
career I go into and what
I want to become.

R1 867 612.68 AVE (1:1) coverage achieved for
print, online, TV and radio.
Over 30 000 Twitter impressions. 45% increase in
Facebook likes.
SABC and ETV news, national radio – breaking
news, 37 high traffic online publications, across
border publication into Africa and in Europe.
Councillor Gareth Bloor attended the event with a
message from the Mayor.
Commendation of the project by the DA.
Written commitment/pledge of sponsorship from
Isuzu Trucks South Africa and support by Tsogo
Sun.
A formal partnership with Morehead Space
Science Centre – SA is the only country to be given
this seal of approval.
The programme is now a reality. The Director of
the Morehaed programme came to SA in January
2016 and - with MEDO - ran the first SpaceTrek
camp. The first satellite will be launched in 2016.



The girls (and many parents) realised that there
are career opportunities for them in STEM fields
(previously seen as ‘for boys’). Many indicated a
change in their study direction and career path.



See supporting material.

Engineering is seen as a
guy thing. But I see now
that young girls can also
do this.
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We’ve learnt so much, more than
we knew before we came here.
Now my future goal is to become a
medical doctor or a scientist.
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SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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